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I. Introduction 
The mean and variance of sample moments and other statistics play an important role in applications. 
For integral sample moments, such as the variance, exact results are possible, but this no longer holds for 
fractional moments, such as the mean of the sample standard eviation. 
Defining m2, the second central moment for a sample (Xl, x2, . . . ,x , )  as 
m 2 = ~., (xj - ~)2/n, ~ = ~.,xj/n, 
j= l  
with expectation E(m2)= (1 - 1/n)l.t2, Cram& [3] gave the identity 
m~2 - f~7 -- m2-1~2 (m2-  1~2)2 (1.1) 
Now the last term with the sign changed is less than 
(m2-1*=) 2
2/.t32/2 ' 
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provided ~2 exists, so that 
E(m2//~2) 1/2 > l 
provided/~,~ also exists. 
1 E(m 2 --p,2) 2 
2n 2#~ ' 
We do not have to think explicitly in terms of random variables and probability distributions. Thus in 
numerical quadrature there are problems involving k th roots of polynomials (k being either positive or 
negative) and non-negative weight functions. For example our bounds apply to the class of integrals 
(assumed to exist) 
Ik(H , ~b) =fab(Hs(x)} kd~b(x), b > a > 0, k real, 
where ~p(.) is a bounded non-decreasing function on the interval (a, b). It is important o be able to 
evaluate a set of moments (assumed to exist) 
pr(1- I ,¢)=fab{Hs(x)}rd~(x),  r=0,1  . . . . .  R. 
Our purpose is to generalize (1.1) in two ways. First we set up an expansion for the kth root of a positive 
valued random variable t involving any number of its moments, provided they exist. Second we introduce 
an arbitrary parameter co > 0, and consider maximum or minimum values of E(t ~) where t k is expanded in 
powers of (t - o~)/~. In this way we arrive at sequences of best bounds. Note that t can relate to a random 
variate or a sample statistic, or a polynomial. 
The procedure is in sharp contrast o that frequently applied to expectations of statistics uch as the 
sample standard eviation or sample skewness which are developed as Taylor series. Here the convergence 
or otherwise of the series is often difficult to establish, and in any case the subsequent application of the 
expectation operator creates a new situation which is exacerbated by rearrangement when terms of the 
same order of magnitude are collected. For example for m2, E(rn 2 - Era2) r has terms in it of order n -r to 
n-4r+l for r = 1, 2 . . . . .  In particular, suppose the sample (x 1, x 2 . . . . .  x , )  consists of independent identically 
distributed variates x, each with density 
f (x )=te -~xO-~/ r (O) ,  x>O,  0>0.  
tO, x<0,  
Then from a previous tudy [6] asymptotic series in powers of 1/n to terms n-28 have been set up for E(m~z )
for several values of p. The series are divergent (¢¢hen p = 1, the coefficient of n -28 is 5.3E74 approx.) so 
that summation techniques are imperative. Our present study enables strict bounds to be established for 
E(  m~z); the sequences of bounds may not converge, but certainly can detect possible inconsistencies. We 
must add that the gain in setting up precise bounds is often accompanied by a wide tolerance region. Put in 
the context of quadrature procedures, remainders are commonly almost impossible to evaluate (involving 
more complexities than the original formulation), so that exact bounds if only for a limited class of 
functions have some merit. 
Lastly, it is interesting to discover esults which initially were generated by problems in mathematical 
statistics and subsequently turn out to have wider implications. 
2. E( tk), k > 0 
2.1. Bounds for E(t k) 
Let t be a positive real valued function, 0 -%< a < t < b (b ~ a) say, of random variables for which a set of 
moments exists. Consider E(tk), where k > 0 and not an integer. We assume that the set of moments 
involved in the formulae exist. 
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Define 
so that 
y=(t-o~)/o~, o~>0, 
+ k ly2s+l + (t/~°)k= l + ( k ) y+ (2s+l  R2s+l. ] 
Using the Cauchy form of the remainder, we have 
R2,+1 k(k-,1,]y2"+211(1 0)z '+ l (10+Ot /~o)k -2" -Zdo  .... = - -  - -  _ _ ,  s = O,  1 ,  
Consider eplacing t in the integrand of R2,+1 by a constant X, so that 
R~,+1(X ) = k( k -  1 ] .2,+2/'b, _ 0)2,+,(1 _ 2~-2d0" 2s+ 1] y Yo tt  0 + 0X/o~)*- (2.1) 
Note that y2,+z and E(y z'+2) are positive. Now if k > 2s + 2, the combinatorial factor k-i (2,+ 1) is positive. 
Hence 
R~s+a(XlX ~< a) < R2,+1 < R~,+I(XIN >/b). 
If however k < 2s + 2, then the combinatorial factor has the same sign as ( -1 )  1-K where K= [k], the 
integer part of k. Hence 
R*2,+I(XIN>~b)<R2,+a <R~,+a(X l~<a ) i fKodd,  
and 
RSs.I(XIX ~< a) < R2s+I < R~,+a(XIX >/b) if Keven. 
Moreover, R~, + l(a) and R S, +l(b) are the best bounds for R 2, + x in the sense that they are respectively the 
smallest upper bound or largest lower bound, or vice-versa depending on k > 2s + 2 or k < 2s + 2 and 
whether K is even or odd. Now let 
P2s+'(°~'k'X)=~°kE{l+(k)Y+ "" ( k )YZ'+I+R~'+I(X)} 
s=0,1 , . . . ,  h=a,b, t~>0, (2.2) 
then when 
(i) k>2s+2,  or 
(ii) k < 2s + 2 and K is even, 
pzs+l(o~, k, a) < E(t k) <pz,+a(o~, k b); 
and when 
(iii) k < 2s + 2 and K is odd, 
p2,+l(~, k, a) > E(t k) >p2,+a(~, k, b). 
Note that from (2.1), pzs+l(O~, k, b) is infinite if b -- ~ and k > 2s + 2. 
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2.2. Best bounds for E(t k) when oa varies 
Now we further consider whether P2~+ 1( °a, k, )t) has a maximum or minimum value for variable oa > 0. 
In (2.2), 
2s+l ir 2~1(~) ( j )  
= E ~-7 (--1) j - r  
r=O j=r  
2s+l t ~ (_ l ) r~l( l_k) . . . ( r_X_k)(r+X_k) . . . (2s+l_k)k(2s+2_r)  
r=0 ( )=,.1 ( 
=k 2s+l -k  ]~ (_i)~+I 2Sr+l  
2s + 1 oY(r - k)  " r=0 
Therefore (2.2) reduces to 
P2s+a(w'k')t)=k(2S+l-k){ 2~l(-1)~+a(2s+r r=o oa~-k(r-k)
where 
,~)=~+2/1 (1 - O)2~+'dO 1 
~ E ~ t 
- ,o t~( i -a i+~-W r+2-~ ~' 
vr=E(tr), r= 1, 2, 3 , . . . .  
For stationary values of P2s + a (°a, k, )t), we have 
dp=s+l=k{2S+l-kl(2~l(-l)r(2S+r l)vr 
doa ~ 2s+l  ~ r=O j -e+1 
+(2s+ 2)E(t-~)2"+'f I (I - O)2~+'dO 
,o I~({-~] ;~x-~ +=-~ 
_(k_2s_2)E(t_o~)2~+2f I {_] -._0)2~+ 2___ dO 
~o [~(a -0)+xx]  2"+'-~ 
Using the transformation 
u = oa(1 - 0 ) / [w(1  - O) +)tO] 
in the integrals, we have 
=k ~o k-2~-2 E(t-  ()t_~o)l÷kI2,+ 1- 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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where 
fo I urdu I~= (u+a)l+ k, a=~o/(X-oa). 
Writing the numerator of the integrand as u'-X(u + a - a) and integrating by parts it follows that 
1 [(1 + a) -k + kI2, +2] -aI2,+1, 12'+2 = 2s + 2 
so that 
(2s + 2 -  k)12,+2 = (X -  ~o) I2"+l" 
Substituting (2.5) into (2.4), after simplification we have 
dp2,+l 
d~o =D2'+I [ (X -  t ° )E ( t -6° )2 '+ l -  g(t-°~)2"+2] 
=Dz,+aE{(t-oa)E'+'(X-t)}, 
where 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
2s + 1 "0 (1 - 0 + 0X/*0) 2"+3-k " 
It is clear then that D2,+1 ~ 0 if k is not an integer. Moreover, D2,+1 is negative if (i) k > 2s + 2, or (ii) 
k < 2s + 2 and K is even; and is positive if (iii) k < 2s + 2 and K is odd. Now by setting dp2s+l/do~ to 
zero, 
E[(t-~o)2"+l(t-h)]=O, X=a,b, (2.7) 
locates the stationary values of P2,+ 1(~°, k, X). Moreover, 
d2p2,+, 
d¢,.02 =O~s+lE[ ( l -o .~)2s+l ( )k - l ) ]  q- (2s - - [ -1 )O2s+lE[ ( l - t .~)2S( l - )k ) ] ,  
where Dd,+l refers to a derivative. Thus at all real roots of (2.7) 
d2p2" +-----------L1 = (2s + 1)D2,+,E[(t-oz)z'(t-h)], 
d~o 2
which is one signed for given k and s. Hence (2.7) has one and only one real root and it locates the maxima 
or minima, according to the value of k, 2s + 2 and X, of p2,+1(~o, k, X). Substituting the real root of (2.7) 
for ,0 in p2,+1(~o, k, X) we have the formula for the best bound 
= 2,+1 1)~+1(2Sr+ 1 v, E(t-~o) n2,+a ] , P2s+l(k,X) k 2s+l -k  y, (_ ) 
2s+l  r~0 
(2.8) 
Thus 
(2s÷2)v  I -1]. 
2 +1  -55 2,+, 
We will show that D:,÷I is not zero and has a sign independent of ~0. Using the inverse transformation f 
(2.3) and integrating by parts, we have 
1 (1 - 8)2"+2d0 
(2___s + 2)Xk______~iz,+,=1_(2S+ 2-k ) (X -  ~0) fo (1 -0+0X/~0)  2'+3-k 
(X_,o)l+~ 
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where 
H2s+l=--()`_o))2s+ 1 E ( -1 )  j 2s  1 ( ) ` /~0)2"+' - * - J -1  j=o ~s -7-1- T k ---- 7 , s = 0, 1 . . . . .  X = a, b, 
and ~o is the real root of (2.7). 
The conditions for P2,÷l(k, )`) to be either an upper bound or lower bound are as shown in Table 1. 
2.3. Some special cases 
(i) k = i, with i = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  Note that the treatment has assumed that k is not an integer. However, if k 
is an integer i (i = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  2s + 1), it follows from (2.8) that P2,+1(i, )`) gives the exact ith moment of t, 
namely, 
P2,+, ( i , ) ` )=v , ,  i=0 ,1 ,2  . . . . .  2s+l .  
(ii))` = a = 0. In (2.8), H2,+l = - -~ak-2" - l /k  when a = 0. Thus P2,+l(k, 0) reduces to 
){2s+l  r+ l (1 )  V~ } p2s+l (k ,O)=k(2S+l  k E ( t -w)  2s+' 
2s+1 r=oE ( -1 )  2s+ °at-*( r -  k) + -~-27+1--~k 
2s 
1 (2s+ l _k )  ~ ( _ l ) r (2s )  v~÷, 
=oak(2S+ ) 2s+l  ~=0 ~°r+'( r + l -k ) '  S=0,1  . . . . .  (2.9) 
and oa is the real root of E[(t - ~0)2'+1t] = 0. 
(iii))` = b = oo. Note that in (2.8), the term E( t  - ~o)2S+1H2,+l = E(t  - ~)2"+2H2,+1/()` - ~) which, in 
the case )` = o¢, equals infinity or zero when k > 2s + 2 or k < 2s + 2, respectively. Thus 
2s+1 (2.10) 
P2s+' (k ' °° )= k 2s+l -k  £ (_1)~+1 2s 1 /'r , k<2s+2,  
2s + 1 ~=o ~0r-k(r - k)  
and ~ is the real root of E(t  - w)2s+l = 0. 
Also note that in this case, for given k > 0 and not an integer, PK(k, a) provides the first finite upper 
bound for E( t  k) when K is odd; similarly when K is even, PK+I(k, oo) provides the first finite upper 
bound. 
2.4. The first four bounds 
Using the general formula (2.8) we find: 
+ 
(i) P , (k ,  ) ` )= 
/'2 - -  2)`vl + )2 
/'2 -- )`1"1 
, ~0 = - -  )` = a ,  b .  (2 .11)  
Pl -- )` ' 
Table 1 
X=a k=b 
k>2s+2 L U 
k<2s+2 Kodd U L 
K even L U 
U: Upper bound 
L: Lower bound. 
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There are the special cases 
( i i)  
Pl(k,O)= k- l -  k-2 /12 //)1 and Pl(k,  oo)=/1~, 0<k<2.  
3/)260k-2 3/116vk- 1 60k 
t - - -  -4- 
k-2  k -1  k 
/)3 -- 3/126° + 3/)1 602 -- 603 
(X-60) 
1 1/3 ¢oO=¢lq-[ (~l'bg2)--g2]l/3--[~(g3q-g2)-~g21, X:a,b,  
where 
gl = C2 -- C2, 
When X = a = O, 
where 
g2 = -½(c3-3c2c1+2c~), c,=(Vs+l-X/)~)/(/11-X). 
p3(k, 0)= 3(3-k 60k[ /), 2/12 /13 
3 ] [60(1--k)  602(2 -k )+o~3(3-k )  ' 
[;( l'" 1'" 60 = (v2//),) + ga3+zg4) +½g4 - g33 + ag,)  - lg4  , 
g3 = /)3/1/1 --( / /2// /)1 )2, g4 = /)4//11 -- 3/)3/12///12 + 2(/12///1, )3. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
Similarly when X = b = oo, 
P3(k, oo)= k 2 -k  
2 6~k 
k>4,  
1 2/)1 /)2 ] (2.16) 
k 60(k -1)  +602(k' -2)  j '  k<4,  
]1/3 ~ ] 1/3 
~o=u, + o[~(1 +~y~)+:¥ , ]  - o[ / (1 +-~y~) - :y , ]  , (2.17) 
where 
Y, = [v3- 3VEV, + 2u3]/°3, 02=/)2-/)2.  
Example 2.1. Let t be a Poisson variate with mean /~. The first four bounds for v~, using E(t)=/~, 
E(t  2) =/~ +/~2, E(t 3) _/~ + 3/~2 +/~3, E(t 4) =/t + 71a 2+ 6/fl +/~4, are as in Table 2. 
Table 2 
0.5 1.0 5.0 10 
P~(~2, 0) 0.408 0.707 2.041 3.015 L 
P~ ( ~2, oo) 0.707 1.000 2.236 3.162 U 
P3(½,0) 0.429 0.752 2.134 3.102 L 
P3(~, oo) 0.626 0.919 2.188 3.125 U 
Exact 0.436 0.773 2.171 3.121 
L: Lower bound. 
U: Upper bound. 
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3. E(In t) 
3.1. Best bounds for E(ln 0 
Define t, y and o~ as in Section 2, except hat a > 0; then 
( y2 y3 y2S+l  ) 
E ( ln t ) = ln ~ + E y - -~  + -y  . . . .  + ~- -~- - f  + R 2s + ~ , 
where the Cauchy remainder is
_y2~+2fl (1 -- O)2S+ldO 
R2s+l . . (1 - -O+Ot / '~)2~+ 2, s=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  "0 
In the integrand of R2,+a, replace t by its extreme values, a and b, respectively; then we have 
12~+,(~, a) < E(ln t) < 12~+,(o~, b), 
where 
Using 
y2 
12~+a(o:,X)=lno:+E y-T  + . . .  + -  
y2~+1 y2,+2fa (1 _ _8)2s+ ld____~ 8 1 
2s + 1 .o (1 - O + 0~/,~) 2~+2 J'
dy '= _ r  (y,_,  + y,), r= 1, 2, 3,. . . ,  
do~ 
and the transformation (2.3) we have 
( y2s+l (2s-F 2) lW(t--w)2S+lu2s+l q-(t--to)2S+2u s+2 } 
Note that w ~ ~ since if w = ~ then d12~ +1/dw = 0 would imply E(t - w)2~+2 = 0 which is impossible. Also 
note that u(h - to) + w 4= 0 for w > 0, since if so, then u = w/(w - ~) is either greater than 1 or less than 
zero when w > ~ or o~ < ~, respectively. Now let 
fo u'du J r= , r=12 .. . . .  u + ,~/(X - ,~) 
It is readily seen that 
1 
Jr F ~k--t0 
and that 
- - J r - l ,  (3.3) 
ff2s+2 "1 u2S+2du 
X-w=~ Xu+w(1-u)  
Using (3.3) in (3.2), we have 
where 
>o. (3.4) 
dG+l  ~)2,+1( 
d~ = F2"+'E[ ( t -  t -  h)] ,  
(2s + 2)J2s+2 
F2s+l = , : '+~(X- ,o )  
7~=a,b, to>0. (3.1) 
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Hence (2.7), 
E[ ( t - to )E '+ ' ( t -X ) ]  =0,  
locates the stationary values of l 2~ ÷ a(to, X). Moreover, 
dZ12s+' =F~s+,E[(t-to)2"+'(t-)t)]-(2s+ 1)F2,+,E[(t-to)2"(t-)t)], (3.5) 
dto 2 
in which the first term is zero at all real roots of (2.7). For the second term, it is clear from (3.4) that F2,+1 
is positive, and E[(t - to)z~(t - ~,)] is either positive or negative depending only on X = a or h = b. Thus 
(3.5) is one signed at all real roots of (2.7). Hence there is one and only one real root of (2.7) and this 
locates the maximum and minimum of 12s+l ( to ,  a) and 12s+l ( to ,  b). 
Now expressing (3.1) explicitly in terms of to, and substituting the real root of (2.7) for to, we have the 
formula for the best bound, namely, 
L2s+l(a ) < E( ln  t) < L2s+a(b ), 0 < a < t < b, 
where 
2s+l l(2sr-lt- 1~ /~r _C2s+l E( l - to )  2s+l 
LE~+,(X)=lnto+ E ( -1 ) ' -  /rto" - toEs+l J2~+1, 
r= l  
and 
s=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  X=a,b ,  (3.6) 
1 E(t'), 
c2~+1 = 1 +½+-~+ " '"  + 2s +- - - -1 '  ~"= 
f0 
1 u2S+ldu  
J2s+l  - -  u + to/ (X - to) 
= E - [to/(to - X)] 2~+' In(to/X),  
i=0  
and to is the real root of E[(t - to )2 J+ l ( t  - ~k)] = O. 
3.2. Special case 
Note that (2.7) is equivalent o E( t -  to)2,+2 = E( t -  to)2s+a(X- to). From this it can be shown that 
when X = b = ~,  the last term of (3.6) is equal to zero; thus 
2s+l  
L2s+l (oo)=lnto+ ~] ( -1 ) r -1 (2s+l )  rtorvr- C2,+1, (3.7) 
r=X 
in which to is the real root of E(t - to)2~+l = O. 
3.3. The first four bounds 
(i) La(X) = 
and Ll(oo) = In v 1. 
(ii) L 3 (h )  = In to + 
3v 1 + 
to 
(rl - k) 2 ( r2 - krl 
v2~X--v7 +h2 In v l _  h 
- -  P2 - -  ~k/~l v2 v12 lnX,  t o = - -  h=a,b ,  (3.8) 
+ V2 __ 2~kVl + ~k2 V l - -~k  ' 
v3 _ 3v2t o + 3v,to 2 _ to3 ( In ( to /X)  
31' 2 V 3 11 
t - - -  
2to 2 3to 3 6 ' 
116o 2 - -  7~to  + 2}k 2 1 
) 6J  
(3.9) 
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where w is given by (2.13). When X = b = oe, 
3va 3v2 P3 11 
L3(oe ) - - lnwq - -  +-  
to 2to 2 3to 3 6 ' 
and to is given by (2.17). 
Example 3.1. As an illustration, we have the first two bounds for the following integral: 
4In(1 +¼~) < ~/21n(1 + sin O)dO < 2(3~ - 8)In 2 ~-v---Z- ~ ln[2 - . 
4. E(t-*), h > 0 
4.1. The best bounds for E(t -h) 
Let t, y and to be defined as in Section 3. Consider E(t -h) where h is a positive real. We have 
(t/w)-h = l _ (~)y+(h+ a 2 1)y2 . . . . .  t2s+l}{h+2S]y2'+ +R2s+l ' 
where 
R2s+l =h(h+2s+l)y2s+2fo x (1-0)  2s+ldO O, 1, 2,.... S 
2s + 1 (1 -- 0 + Ot/w) 2s+2+h 9 
By the previous approach, we have 
q2s+a(w, h, b) < E(t -h) < q2,+l(to, h, a), 
where 
+h(h+2s+l]y2,+2fl _(1- O)2S+'dO 
2s+l  / -o (1 -0+0X/ to )  2s+z+h 
Expressing (4.1) explicitly in terms of to and using the transformation (2.3), we have 
qz,+a(to, h, Xl=h[2S+ 1 +h~l I ¢to 
k 2s+l  ] 2s+l ~, ,h,?~), 
where 
2s+1 2s+2 
/"/2s+l(to' h '  ~k) = r=oE ( - -1)r (2Sr+l) toh+r(Prh+r)}-  X hE( t-1)to I2*s+l, 
and 
l~+,=f lu2~+l [u(X /~ - 1)+ 1] h-adu. 
"0 
For the stationary value of q2s+l(O~, h X), we have 
dH2s+l 
dw =T' -T2-T3'  
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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where 
2s+l )2s+l 
7"1= ~ (_1) ,+1(2Sr+1)  v~ _ 1 E ( t _ l  
toh+l +r toh+l 03 r~0 
xhto 2 2,+1 -~ - 1 [ (, ;s+,] 
Xhto I~÷1 E ---lto +E --to 1 , 
h -1  ( t  ; "2 :01  T3=)th_,to2E -1  u2"+2[u()t/to-1)+ l]h-2du 
1 E t \2s+2, h 1 
After simplification we have 
dH2,+l do: G2"+lE[(t-c°)2"+'(t-h)]' 
where 
(2s + 2)I~s+, - (h/,o) h 
G2,+l = )~hto2,+2()t -- to) 
Note that 
(1 _- _6 )2' + 1 d___..~O 
I~',+, = (h/to)hjolr 
(1 - 0 + 0)k//to) 2s+2' 
SO that after integrating by parts, 
2s + 2 £1 (1 - 0)2~+2d0 
G2s+l to2s+3+h v ( l  -- O -~ 0~k//to) 2s+3 
From (4.2), (4.4) and (4.5), it is clear then that (2.7), 
E[(t-to)2s+'(t-)t)]=O, )t=a,b, 
(4.4) 
and 
locates the unique minimum of q2s + l(t°,  h, a) and the unique maximum of q2s +1(to, h, b), respectively. In
q2,+l(to, h, X), substitute the real root of (2.7) for to. We then have the formula for the best bound of 
E( t-h), namely, 
O2s+l(h,b)<E(t-h)<Q2s+l(h,a), O<a<t<b,  (4.6) 
where 
Q2s+l(h,X)=h(2S+l+h) E ( -1 )  r 2Sr+l ur 
\ 2s+l  r=O toh+r(h+r) 
e(t- to)2~+~ } 
+ )k, to2,+ 2 ()k - to)l~',+~ , s = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  X -- a, b; 
,~%+, = f lu : '+ '  [ u (x / , . ,  - 1) + q h-lau 
"0 
2s+l 
=[to / (X - to ) ]2 '+2 ~ ( -1 ) i (2s+l ) [a - (h / to )h+i ] / (h+i ) ,  
i~o i 
and to is the real root of E[(t - to)2"+a(t- X)] = 0. 
< 0. (4.5) 
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4.2. Special case 
Similar to Section 3.2, it can be shown that when 7~ = b = oo, the last term of (4.6) is zero and 
2s+1 
Q2s+l(h, oo)=h(2S+ l+h)E  ( - - l ) r (2sr+ l)wh+r( h r) 
2s+l  + ' r~O 
where ¢o is the real root of E(t - o~) 2~+1 - O. 
4. 3. The first four bounds 
(4.7) 
h ' 
where 
P2 -- )~Pl ,~ ~ = X/o~. 
There are the special cases 
1 [ (Ul - X) 2 
Ol (h ,~)=l /u~ and QI(1, X)=~-[1-p--~-)~---~ 
Q3(h,)~)=h{h+3~f 1 3Vl 3/'2 I"3 (ii) 
3 ho~ h (h + 1)w h+' -~ (h + 2)~ h+2 (h q- 3)(.,J h+3 
t,3--3pzt~+3PlW2--w3[1--~ h 3(1 - -~ h+l ) 3 (1 - -~ h+2 ) 1 - -~h+3] )  
+ X-~ : ~-~ h h+l  + h+2 h+3 ' 
where o~ is given by (2.13). In the case when X = b = ~,  
~) = h(h + 1) (h  + 2) [ 1 21,1 
Q3( h , 20~h [ h ~0(h + 1) 
1'2 ] 
+ w2(h + 2) ' 
with ~o given by (2.17). 
Example 4.1. As an illustration, we have the first two bounds for the following integral: 
2(A-1)2 -c2A2-cA+c foCe-Xdx 2(A- l )2 -c2A-cA+c 
A (1 + c ~3~-  ~-c -~-A  71)] < 1-i--+~x < A[3(A - 1 ) -c (c+ 3)] 
in which A = e c. 
c>0,  
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
5. Applications in statistics 
Example 5.1. Bounds for E(m~-2) in sampling from Normal N(0, 1), n = 10; E(m~-2) = 0.92275. See Table 
3. 1,2,3 
1 A parenthetic entry (x,y) refers to the bound Px and the corresponding o~. 
2 N, L indicate negative, and very large bound assessments, respectively. 
3 Cram& type bounds are those in (2.2) with ~o = #2 and s = 0. 
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Table 3 
Bounds for E (~2)  in sampling from Normal N(0, 1), n = 10. E(g/~z ) = 0.92275 
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Lower Cram6r Upper Cram6r 
type bound type bound 
0.858 (1, 1.1) 0.843 0.927 (3, 1.0) 0.957 
0.902 (3, 1.2) 0.865 0.9245 (5, 1.2) 0.992 
0.913 (5, 1.4) 0.800 0.9237 (7, 1.3) 1.152 
0.9216 (21, 2.3) N 0.9229 (21, 2.1) L 
0.92201 (31, 2.9) N 0.92284 (31, 2.7) L 
These bounds are consistently monotonic. Loss of accuracy can not be ruled out. Note that the 
continued fractions developed for the even and odd parts of the series for E(m~2 ) [1, p. 108, (22a) and 
(22b)] would tie down the value for n = 10 at a much earlier stage than the bounds developed here. 
Example 5.2. Bounds for E(m~2 ) in sampling from Gamma f (x )  -- e -x (~2 = 1). See Table 4. a 
The larger sample size cases illustrate the point that the sequences of bounds (P2s+l(½,0)} or 
p 1 (P2s+l(½, oo)) are not necessarily monotonic. For example at n = 25, s(~, 0) < E(m~2 ) < P7(½, oo) is the 
best statement available from our computations. Note how the ~ values increase with the order of the 
bound, especially for small sample sizes. 
Table 4 
Bounds for E(,m/m~l,v - -  in sampling from Gamma f (x )  = e -~' (#2 = 1) 
n Lower Upper Exact 
2 0.298 (3,6.3) 0.732 (3,2.0) 0.5 
3 0.421 (3,5.5) 0.814 (3,2.1) 0.6506 + 
4 0.504 (3,4.7) 0.848 (3,2.0, 0.7271 + 
5 0.566 (3,4.2) 0.869 (3,1.7) 0.7745* 
10 ~ (3,2.72) ~ (3,1.57) 0.8764 * 
0.7390 (5, 4.22) 0.9152 (5,2.58) 
0.7289 (7,6.12) 0.9217 (7,3.96) 
0.7230 (9,8.12, 0.9307 (9,5.70) 
"[" 0.9541 (11,8.72) 
25 0.8971 (3,1.70) 0.95512 (3,1.27) 0.94597** 
(7,2.31) 
0.8990 (9,4.06) 0.95313 (9,3.08) 
0.9199 (11,4.41) 0.95480 (11,4.03) 
lOO 0.9,6  6 o .9 , , ,o9 . .  
o .9, ,6 ,9 
0.9,4  6 o .9 , , , ,4  
Boxed bounds are the best so far as our calculations go. 
J': program aborted. 
+: from [4]. 
*: from [7]. 
**: from [6]. 
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Table 5 
Bounds for E (~2)  in sampling from Gamma g(x) = -~x3e -x 
n Lower Upper Exact * 
5 0.716 (5, 3.18) 0.855 (5, 2.03) 0.823 
10 0.868 (5, 2.15) 0.917 (7, 2.10) 0.910 
50 0.98133 (11, 1.61) 0.98151 (11, 1.47) 0.98150 
• : from [2]. 
Example 5.3. Bounds for E(m~2 ) in sampling from Gamma f (x )= ~x3e -X. See Table 5. i The bounds are 
consistent with extended series assessments ( ee [2]). 
Example 5.4. Bounds for E(m~2 ) in sampling from Uniform (range: - v/3 to v~ with ~2 = 1). See Table 
6. 1 
In this case it is obvious that t = m~2 has a least value zero; however, by an appeal to extreme value 
theory affecting functions subject o constraints (here a variate squared is always less than three) we find 
for an even sample, the largest value of m 2 is 3, whereas for a sample of 2n + 1, the largest value is 
12n(n + 1)/(2n + 1) 2. Notice here that the bounds are monotonic and improve with sample size; at n -- 20 
there can only be a digit or so error in the sixth decimal place (assuming negligible loss of accuracy in 
computation). 
6. A quadrature appl icat ion 
Let 
t ( r ,  O; m)  = r 2 -- 2rm cos 0 + m 2, 
and we assume throughout that m > 1 or m < 0. Define 
3 1 ~r/2 
I n (m)= fo fo ( t ( r 'O ;m)) ' r2s inOdrdO'  
L(m)= 3folfo~/2(ln t ( r ,  O; m)) r  2 sin O dr dO. 
Then for the region of integration 
m 2 < t ( r ,  O; m)  < (m -- 1)2,m < 0, 
(m- -1 )2<t ( r ,O ;m)<m2+l ,  m>l .  
Table 6 
Bounds for E ( f~-2  ) in sampling from Uniform (range: - 7~ to v~ with ~2 = 1) 
n Lower Upper Exact * 
5 0.8602 (11, 1.07) 0.8619 (11, 1.02) 0.861 
10 0.9356 (11, 1.08) 0.9358 (11, 0.97) 0.9358 
20 0.9676 (3, 1.00) 0.9692 (3, 0.94) 0.969009 
0.9688 (5, 1.01) 0.9690 (5, 0.95) 
0.9690 (7, 1.02) 0.969012 (7, 0.96) 
0.968995 (9, 1.029) 0.969010 (9, 0.97) 
0.969004 (11, 1.038) 0.969009 (11, 0.98) 
*: from [6]. 
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If m = 2, then 1 < t < 5 and the moments  of  t are 
v 1 = 3.1, v 2 = 10.42857143,  
v 3 = 37.283,  v 4 = 139.4"12. 
Simi lar ly for m = - 2, 4 < t < 9 
v~' = 6.1,  v~' = 38.42857143,  
v~ = 249.783,  v~' = 16.72.2;/. 
The  exact results may be verified: 
3 ((m2+X)n+2-lm12n+4) 
In(m) = 4m(n + 1) n -+ 
3 / [ rn l [ l l -  m[2n+3 - Iml2n÷3 ] l1 - ml2n+n-lml2n÷4 I 
+ 2(n  + 1~ \ (2n + 3)m (~n + 4-)m J' 
m>lorm<0,  n> -1 ,  
L (m)= - ( rm2-8rn+3)  ln lm- l l -174m ~-  ¼m+~rn 2 + ira3 (In 1 -  1 )  
+ 8~[(m2+l)21n(m2+1)--m41nm2], 
3 [ ln (m2 + 1) +m z ln(1 + 1 /m 2) +2m + 2m 2 In(1 - 1/m)-2 In ]m - 11]. /r-1 (m)~- - -~m 
Table 7 
Bounds for 1,(m) and L(m)  
m=2 m=-2  
Exact h Bound (o Exact Jk Bound (o 
11/2 5 P1 = 1.745090128 U ~o1(5, 2) 11/2 9 P1 = 2.461290341 U
1.740169944 1 /'1 = 1.732192159 L (o1(1, 2) 2.459830063 4 P1 = 2.458053007 L 
5 /'3 = 1.740587402 U (o3(5, 2) 9 P3 = 2.459866905 U
1 P3 = 1.739568533 L (o3(1, 2) 4 P3 = 2.459784268 L 
17/2 5 P1 = 76.98992400 U (o1(5, 2) 17/2 9 /'1 = 658.1995184 U 
71.75927925 1 P1 = 67.12275659 L (o1(1, 2) 644.0043574 4 P1 = 631.4099620 L 
5 P3 = 71.74905848 L (o3(5, 2) 9 P3 = 643.9950460 L 
1 P3 = 71.77005295 U (o3(1, 2) 4 P3 = 644.0144667 U
L 5 L 1 = 1.097786236 U (o1(5, 2) L 9 L 1 = 1.795172143 U
1.082396101 1 L 1 = 1.054171076 L (o1(1, 2) 1.792087040 4 L 1 = 1.788124890 L 
5 L 3 = 1.084226915 U (o3(5, 2) 9 L 3 = 1.792194919 U
1 L 3 = 1.079576189 L (o3 (1, 2) 4 L 3 = 1.791949760 L 
I_1/2 5 Q1 = 0.581610275 L (o1(5, 2) 11/2  9 Q1 = 0.408680491 L 
0.590169940 1 Q1 = 0.608055063 U (o1(1, 2) 0.409830060 4 Q1 = 0.411388790 u 
5 03 = 0.588810005 L (o3(5, 2) 9 Q3 = 0.409776825 L 
1 Q3 = 0.592420965 U o:3(1, 2) 4 Q3 = 0.409899449 U 
1_ 1 5 Qx = 0.342366197 L (o1(5, 2) 1_ 1 9 Q1 = 0.167842344 L 
0.358813003 1 Q1 = 0.398245614 U (o1(1, 2) 0.169309349 4 Qa = 0.171410387 U
5 Q3 = 0.355453312 L 603(5, 2) 9 Q3 = 0.169222452 L 
1 Q3 = 0.364821445 U (o3(1, 2) 4 Q3 = 0.169425454 U
(o1(9 , -2 )  
(o1(4, -2 )  
(o3(9, -2 )  
(o3(4, -2 )  
(o1(9, -2 )  
(ol(4, -2 )  
603(9, -2 )  
(o3(4, -2 )  
(o1(9, -2 )  
(o1(4, -2 )  
(o3(9, --2) 
(o3(4, --2) 
w1(9, -2 )  
(o1(4, -2 )  
0;3(9 , --2) 
(o3(4, --2) 
(o1(9, -2 )  
(o1(4, -2 )  
(o3(9, -2 )  
603(4, -2 )  
(o1(5,2) = 2.669172932. 
(o1(1,2) = 3.489795919. 
(o3(5,2) = 2.724182039. 
(o3(1,2) = 3.371152791. 
U :Upper  bound, L: Lower bound. 
(oa(9, -2 )  = 5.679802955. 
(o1(4, -2 )  = 6.680272110. 
(o3(9, -2 )  = 5.872637824. 
(o3(4, -2 )  = 6.668423548. 
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As illustrations of the bounds we give those for It/2(+2), I7/2(+2), L(+2),  1_1/2(+2) and 1_1(+2) in 
Table 7. The reader may like to recall the conditions for upper and lower bounds given in (2.2), (3.1) and 
(4.1) for the functions included in the tabulation. 
7. Concluding remarks 
The computations for the most part were carried out independently b Lam at the University of Georgia 
and Bowman at Oak Ridge National Laboratory; the systems involved were the Cyber 750, and IBM 3033. 
For the assessments of the statistical quantities E(m~m~-2) carried out in previous years, double-double 
precision arithmetic was used on the IBM system. For the evaluation of the real root of E[ ( t  - ~)2s+ t(t _ 
)~)] = 0, Bowman used the program CO2 AEF from NAGFLIB. 
The first four bounds for the class of functions described here, can easily be set up on a programmable 
desk calculator, so that there is ample scope for creating simple (but not trivial) quadrature problems and 
testing out various available quadrature formulas against he bounds. More extensive computer facilities 
are needed for the higher bounds. 
An outstanding problem concerns the convergence or otherwise of the bound sequences. 
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